1. After all equipment is connected completely, plug the AC power cord into the wall outlet.
2. Press the I/ key to turn on the projector.
3. Turn on equipment connected to the projector. Press the INPUT key to select "INPUT-A", "INPUT-B", "S-VIDEO" or "VIDEO".
4. Turn the zoom ring to adjust the size of the picture, and turn the focus ring to adjust the focus.

To adjust the picture of computer automatically
Press the APA (Auto Pixel Alignment) key.

To correct the trapezoid
Correct the trapezoid of the picture by changing the DIGIT KEYSTONE value in the INSTALL SETTING menu.

To enlarge the image
Press the D ZOOM + key. Using an arrow key (↑/↓/←/→), move the icon to the point you want to enlarge. Press the D ZOOM + key again.